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panasonic system ip-v2.0 is a great choice if youre looking for a blu-ray player, as it supports
the bd-live standard, as well as high-res audio output and optical input. it can also be used as
a component with other panasonic av equipment, including dmp-bdt1 video recorder/recorder
and dmp-bdt2 bd recorder. the panasonic system ip-v2.0 is a great choice if youre looking for

a blu-ray player, as it supports the bd-live standard, as well as high-res audio output and
optical input. it can also be used as a component with other panasonic av equipment,

including dmp-bdt1 video recorder/recorder and dmp-bdt2 bd recorder. for the first time ever,
the panasonic lumix dmc-lx10, a 10x optical zoom camera. the dmc-lx10 features a large, 2.7"
lcd screen with an extremely high resolution of 460,000 dots. with the large screen and super
wide zoom lens (35x), you can get detailed close-up shots of what youre shooting at any time.

the lcd screen is also bright with a brightness of up to 800 nits, and features a new 3-axis
electronic image stabiliser which removes blurring caused by hand shake while shooting stills

or movies. the panasonic lumix g6 is one of the best mirrorless cameras for stills. with a
24-100mm equivalent zoom lens (equivalent to 28-168mm on a full frame camera), the
panasonic lumix g6 is great for capturing landscapes, landscapes or even just for street

photography. there are still plenty of people driving around new zealand in japanese import
vehicles that are fitted with their original entertainment systems, and often without even a
band expander. if youre tired of listening to the same cd or radio station, look into how you

can make the most out of your vehicles entertainment system to help make your car journeys
more enjoyable.
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